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I’ve spent my whole life in church. I attended Christian schools,
played with Christian friends, went to a Christian college, and work
for a Christian company. Yet in all those Christian experiences, very
few mentioned homosexuality. This is strange considering the way
Christians are often portrayed (and seen) in the media; you’d think
someone with a background such as mine would’ve spent at least
some time being taught how to gay bash or paint those wretched
signs that read “God Hates Gays.” 

But, of course, no one taught me that. Likewise with you, I’m sure.
Contrary to popular belief, most Christian communities are nothing
like the homosexual-hating places filled with cruel people one might
expect if they only experienced Christians as seen on TV. I don’t
know anyone who hates gays or expresses any “phobic” tendencies.
In fact, no one says much of anything at all. As most Christian
communities aren’t out to bash gay people, it doesn’t seem we’re out
to love the gay community either. Although no one is promoting
hate or ridicule, nor are many reaching out or welcoming.
Homosexuality is often a non-issue, at least from what I’ve seen.In
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Yet, I understand why churches might choose to make it a non-
issue, because if we choose to deal with it, it becomes a very hot
issue—one that brings all sorts of questions, emotions, and fears.
Suddenly, we’re arguing over what reaching out to homosexuals
entails. Does it mean blanket acceptance? Simple tolerance?
Confronting sin? 

But if we want to be effective about reaching people with the Good
News, we need to be willing to reach out to everyone in our
communities who needs it—and that means homosexuals just as
much as anyone else. Even if the issues surrounding it are a bit
“hot.” This downloadable resource sets out to temper that heat by
offering a comprehensive look at the issues surrounding
homosexuality and the church. I hope this helps your Christian
community understand and take the steps to reach out—whatever
that may look like. 

Blessings,

Caryn Rivadeneira
Managing Editor, GiftedForLeadership.com
Christianity Today International
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How my experience with same-sex attraction shaped my view
of how we reach out to the homosexual community.
by Karen Keen

They were hopeful many pastors would come. The central
California church had teamed up with a local ex-gay ministry to
present a conference on the Christian’s redemptive response to
homosexuality. More than 1,000 invitations went out. In the end, only
20 leaders showed up—none of them pastors. Recently, I spoke about
homosexuality to 150 youth at a multi-church conference. Just days
before the event, the leadership was still debating whether or not to
allow me to speak. Some did not think the subject was relevant for
their youth. 

The Church’s response to homosexuality is often ambivalent. On the
one hand, we talk about it all the time—pick up a Christian
newsletter or magazine, and it is likely to reference current trends on
the issue. On the other hand, we don’t talk about it at all. The
contradiction exposes our tendency to discuss the topic as an
abstraction. We are comfortable talking about homosexuality as a
moral or political concern, but uneasy talking to gays and lesbians.
Thus, Christians will rally to fight gay marriage, but are slow toFe
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attend a conference on how to minister to homosexuals. Gay people
are perceived, not as individuals with thoughts and feelings, but as a
nameless, faceless group that marches in parades and has an
“agenda.”

The stereotype of gays as an anonymous subgroup outside the
church made it difficult for me to come to terms with my own same-
sex attractions. I never imagined I would end up gay. I was the good
Christian girl who sang in the church choir, went on mission trips,
and served as a leader in my youth group. I went to Bible college
with dreams of being a missionary. Discovering my same-sex
attractions, after falling in love with my best friend, shattered my
world and challenged everything I believed about God and
Christianity. 

The Church left me ill-prepared to grapple with my sexuality. I
could not forget the harsh words I had heard Christians speak
against homosexuals. Surely, God had abandoned me. My inner
turmoil led to deep depression and suicidal thoughts. In my journal
I wrote, I don’t want to live out the rest of my days like this. I don’t
even want to live another year like this. There is a raging battle
going on inside me, and I can’t take it anymore. I want to kill
myself. I feel so weary, so weary. I spent the next eight to ten years
trying to make sense of my sexual orientation in light of Christian
faith. During that time other Christians had little to offer me; the
Church saw homosexuality as an ideology to fight against, not as a
sister sitting in the pew in need of help.

Somewhere along the line, the Church forgot homosexuality is a
problem God’s people have struggled with from the beginning of
time. Why does the Bible provide guidelines for God’s people about
homosexuality? Because God’s people struggle with homosexuality.
Homosexuality is a sin “common to man.” It is nothing new. In
every church there are people trying to live out the Christian life in
the midst of this struggle. We just don’t realize it because these same
individuals are terrified to tell anyone. And is it any wonder they
are afraid? Start listening to conversations in your Christian circles
on the topic of homosexuality, and ask yourself, Would I feel safe?
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What if Christians saw homosexuality, not just as a political matter,
but as a pastoral issue? What difference would that have made in my
own life? Perhaps, instead of years of depression and moral failure,
I would have received help as a young teenager. It is ironic, and
tragic, that Christians who complain about the gay community
“recruiting” our youth, do nothing to reach out to these same
youth. Having a homosexual orientation is a confusing and heart-
wrenching experience that throws a person’s life upside down. The
secular world has acknowledged this pain by providing support
groups and resources. Gay-Straight Alliances, which offer peer
support in high schools, have increased from two in 1989 to 2,000 by
2004. Meanwhile, churches have done little to initiate similar
outreach.

Last year, I had a conversation with a 21-year-old “out and proud”
lesbian. She had just made the decision to embrace a gay identity.
This despite the fact that she had grown up in a solid Christian
home, had been home-schooled, and was, until her recent decision,
a well-respected leader in the junior high group at her church.
When Amy’s struggle with same-sex attraction reached a peak, she
went to her pastor for help. He was unable to say anything beyond,
“It’s wrong.” Desperate for answers, Amy talked to a different
pastor at a pro-gay church. This pastor provided an intelligent and
convincing biblical explanation for why homosexuality is not sin.
The evangelical church’s failure to minister to youth like Amy is
affecting an entire generation. Young Christians (gay and straight)
are being increasingly persuaded by pro-gay theology. This, in turn,
is altering their views on the infallibility and application of
Scripture.

We must begin thinking of ministry to gays and lesbians as relevant.
We must ask ourselves: “Who in my congregation struggles with
homosexuality, and how can I minister to them?” “What will I say if
a friend asks me for answers to pro-gay theology or arguments
claiming homosexuality is inborn?” “What is my responsibility as a
Christian to share Jesus with the gay community in my town?” If
we claim to be followers of Jesus, we will do as he did: Seeing the
people, he felt compassion for them, because they were distressed
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and dispirited like sheep without a shepherd. Jesus did not seek the
company of those who were well; he sat down at the table of sinners. As
Christians, we are called to be a catalyst of redemptive healing for those
affected by homosexuality. Our neighborhood churches are in need of a
nudge to take action. And you, my dear reader, can make it happen.

Karen Keen works in Student Affairs at the University of California, Santa
Cruz. In 2004, she founded Campus Ministries Fellowship at University of
California-Santa Cruz to unite campus Christian clubs in prayer and
collaborative outreach. This article is original for GGiifftteedd FFoorr LLeeaaddeerrsshhiipp.

Thought Provokers
• Karen asked herself what difference it would’ve made in her experience
to have homosexuality viewed as a “pastoral” issue rather than a
“political” one. What difference do you see that making your view
of the issue?

• In what ways do you or your church “recruit” homosexuals to
Christianity?
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A plea from a Christian husband and father who,
day by day, resists his homosexual desires.
by Anonymous

I am a business executive, congregation president, youth-group
leader, athletic coach, happily married man for more than 25 years,
and proud father of a couple of teenagers. Oh—and I’m gay. My
admission requires some explanation, and perhaps some supporting
evidence. You see, except for some experimentation during
adolescence, I have not acted on my desires. From the outside I’ve
usually looked and acted like a “normal” heterosexual male.

I was raised Conservative Baptist (emphasis on conservative).
From as early as I can remember, I knew right from wrong, white
from black, good from evil, righteousness from sinfulness. There
was no moral gray, no ambiguity. I felt irreparably condemned by
what I knew.

When my wife and I were ready to choose our own theological
home, we became part of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America. The message of grace alone was, and still is, what
attracted me to Lutheranism. Unfortunately, we Lutherans are not
all that good at living in and sharing that grace, and sometimes I
still feel condemned by what should be good news.
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On the inside—in my psyche, feelings, and attractions—I’m as
certain of my gayness as I am of my sex. I first became aware of my
sexual orientation when I was about 9 or 10 years old, at church
summer camp. At that time, I had no idea what sex was, but I was
nonetheless aware of an overwhelming emotional attraction I had
developed to another boy of my age. It was an experience that
would repeat itself over and over again. As I entered adolescence, it
would take on a more sexual nature.

By the time I was in high school, I had experienced a number of
serious crushes on other young men. Most of these came to nothing
but teenage friendships, but in a couple of instances, they did take
on some physical expression. The physiological and emotional drive
to be intimate with another person of my own sex was almost
overwhelming. So was the guilt associated with my succumbing to
this drive.

While my high school peers were bragging about their heterosexual
exploits, I was trying desperately not to have the homosexual
encounters that my nature inexorably seemed to draw me toward.
For all of us, admittedly, adolescence carries some degree of
alienation (from others and from self ), but for me the sense of
aloneness and self-loathing was almost more than I could bear. I
developed a variety of “coping mechanisms”—alcohol, drug abuse,
heavy smoking, and forced heterosexual encounters—but they
proved ineffective in distracting me from my urges. By the time I
was a high school senior, I was frequently depressed and given to
serious thoughts of suicide.

AA SSttrraannggee NNoorrmmaalliittyy
At 19, in the summer between my first and second year of college, I
became a Christian. Obviously, given my Christian family
background, I had known about Christ and the offer of salvation for
many years. Nonetheless, I had never been able to make a
meaningful connection between the conservative theology of my
family and my inner turmoil. But at 19, when I found myself in the
throes of suicidal depression, Christ seemed to be my best choice of
last resort
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I thank God that much about my life changed as a result of that
choice. I recovered from my depression, got my drinking under
control, quit smoking (eventually), and straightened out my sexual
life enough to begin a healthy relationship with a wonderful
woman. In time this led to my marriage to a person who knows
and has supported me more than I could ever deserve. But, as great
as all this was, my sexual orientation did not change; I still was not
then, nor am I now, “normal.”

And that’s what I wish I could be: normal. I’ve tried to change,
tried to become heterosexual, tried just about everything to do so!
Counseling, therapy, prayer, healing—you name it. But for all my
trying, all I’ve managed to do is control the behavioral
manifestations of my sexual orientation. God has given me the
power to live a fulfilling heterosexual life, together with the grace
to live with the fact that I’m still homosexual. It hasn’t been an
easy victory. There are times when maintaining this dichotomous
life is nearly overwhelming.

Over the years I’ve continued to struggle with emotional
attractions and attachments to other men that have torn away at
my insides and eroded my confidence in myself and in God. I
continue to struggle from time to time with thoughts that my wife
and sons would be better off if they didn’t have to deal with such a
moody husband and father—especially his recurring bouts of
almost suicidal depression.

Yes, mine is a victory in the sense that I have managed to maintain
life, love, and fidelity in my marriage, but it is a victory that has
required almost daily battle, and one that comes at considerable
psychological cost to me and to my family.

I have no regrets about my commitment to begin and maintain my
faithfulness in heterosexual marriage. Nothing has taught me
more, nothing has been a greater source of joy, than the
relationships I have with my wife and sons. But I am sometimes
angry about the effort required, and I am frequently angry that I
have had to do this on my own, without the support of friends or
of a caring Christian community.
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TThhee SShhrroouudd ooff SSiilleennccee
Christian literature on homosexuality is full of polarizing rhetoric.
One side says that we should welcome our gay brothers and sisters
into Christian fellowship; that we should recognize this is how God
made them and therefore it must be how God intends for them to live.
The other side recites the biblical story of Sodom and Gomorrah, uses
words like abomination, and gives us anecdotal evidence of people
being changed. From the perspective of my experience, I cannot help
but conclude that both positions are naïve.

My position on homosexuality—while it may be realistic and
grounded in true experience—seems to offend many and please almost
no one. My fervent belief that God intends us to live in heterosexual
and monogamous fidelity offends the liberals who think I should
accept and live out my supposedly God-given sexual nature. At the
same time, my experience that grace may abound but that it doesn’t
necessarily “fix” me or make it easy for me to live the “straight” life
offends the conservatives who preach and demand a clearer “victory”
over my sinful nature. Rhetoric seldom provides us with an accurate
representation of reality. My story is a reality. I believe it is a reality
shared by many more than just me, but disclosed by few.

Why haven’t I told my story to my church friends? Why is my
identity anonymous? Because, despite all the claims by my
heterosexual friends to “love the sinner but hate the sin,” I do not trust
them. I do not believe that they could know this about me and still
want me to be their congregational president, their youth-group
leader, their sons’ coach. I wish I could believe it, but I don’t. Perhaps
I’m hypersensitive in not trusting, but I’ve overheard too many jokes,
seen too many expressions of hate directed at homosexuals, to believe
that these same people could be my friends if they knew.

To be honest, I myself sometimes have a hard time loving the sinner
while hating the sin. Sometimes this takes the form of self-hate, but
more often I struggle with hating promiscuous heterosexual men,
because they seem so self-justifying and because some people—even
some Christians—seem so accommodating of that sin while so
condemning of mine. Just last week I was talking with a Christian
friend about concerns I had for members of our youth group. His
response was something like, “Well, you know, with all thoseFe
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hormones …” I don’t get it. Do young male heterosexuals benefit from
some sort of special dispensation? Why is their giving in to their urges so
understandable while my giving in to mine would be such an
abomination?

The debate on homosexuality is tearing at the fiber of almost every
mainline Christian denomination, while also leaving many of us who
actually are homosexual feeling misunderstood, marginalized, and
ignored by the “dialogue.”

I am not trying to argue in favor of my homosexuality, but to simply
acknowledge the reality of my condition. I am broken, and I
acknowledge my homosexuality as a manifestation of this brokenness.
But I do not believe I am any more broken than the person who sits in
the pew next to me. The greedy, the liars, the drunkards, and the single
yet sexually active heterosexuals—they all share in equal portion with me
in this brokenness.

Sin is sin, and grace is grace. We are all sinners and we all—whether
heterosexual or homosexual—are offered the same grace. Ours is no
easy victory. It would be a whole lot easier if our churches would try to
understand, and accept, those like me who claim victory nonetheless.

The author lives in the western United States. This article first appeared in
the March 11, 2002, issue of CHRISTIANITY TODAY.  

Thought Provokers
• The author says his personal opinion on homosexuality offends many
and pleases no one. When have you run into trouble with articulating
your views on the issue?

• He ends the article with, “Sin is sin, and grace is grace.” Why do you
think Christians so often find homosexuality a “bigger” or “worse” sin
than others and somehow less deserving of grace? When have you fallen
into this line of thinking?
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I preached on same-sex marriage and the protesters came out.
by Ray Pritchard

When pastor Ray Pritchard decided to address the contentious issue of
same-sex marriage, he didn’t keep it a secret. Through a direct mail
campaign, Pritchard’s church, Calvary Memorial in Oak Park, Illinois,
publicized the sermon topic for its morning services and announced that
Stephen Bennett, a former homosexual, would speak at the evening
service. 

How the controversial topic was handled, or mishandled, would have a
lasting impact on the church’s standing in the community.

Oak Park has a large gay population and prides itself on its “open and
affirming” attitudes. The village president is a lesbian, and several
members of the school board are openly gay. Into this setting, with same-
sex marriage on the national agenda and tensions rising because of it,
Pritchard felt compelled to bring a biblical perspective to the ongoing
public debate. 

In addition to the 40,000-piece mailing, the church advertised in local
newspapers and on the web and posted a giant banner over the building’s
entrance reading “God Speaks Today.” And the community took notice.Fe
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“We were informed a week in advance that there would be protesters
at our services,” Pritchard said. “The Sunday beforehand, I informed
the congregation, asked them to pray, told them that their church
needed them to be present, and I encouraged them to reach out and
welcome anyone and everyone who might be a visitor.

“But,” as Pritchard noted, “in 26 years of being a pastor, I can’t
recall a Sunday where the emotional pressure seemed as great.”

That Sunday in September began peacefully, but soon it escalated
into a media event unprecedented in the church’s 90-year history. 

This moment-by-moment account of that turbulent day is a
compilation of the excerpts from Pritchard’s online weblog
(www.calvarymemorial.com), two newspapers (the Chicago Tribune
and Oak Park Oak Leaves), and the Chicago ABC-TV affiliate
(WLS-TV). We also interviewed WLS radio reporter Cisco Cotto, a
member of Calvary Memorial Church and eyewitness to the protests
both inside and outside the church.

The Hype Before the Storm
Pritchard’s blog, posted Sept 22:

This Sunday I’m preaching on “The Truth About Same-Sex
Marriage.” The Oak Park Lesbian and Gay Association (OPLGA)
got wind of the sermon (it wasn’t a secret—we mailed 40,000
postcards to every home and business in Oak Park), and decided
they would stage a “silent protest” this Sunday morning. 

“We want to make sure the Oak Park community, which has
protected us as a class and equalized us, bears witness to
someone saying we are sick and immoral,” Ethel Cotovsky [co-
chairman of OPLGA] said, “That’s all we ask for. We don’t know
what he’s going to say.” (Oak Leaves)

But if they don’t know what I’m going to say, how do they know
I’m going to say they are sick and immoral? 

Oak Park has a large homosexual population, so you’ve got to
invite people in. Calvary really publicized this sermon series. And
they did that on purpose. They wanted people to show up. 
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Calvary said, “We are preaching biblical truth, and whether you
agree with us or not, we invite you to show up.” (Cotto)

Even though I’m spending a few days in Florida, my mind is largely
back in Oak Park, and the events coming up on Sunday. Joe Jordan,
executive director of Word of Life, said he wanted to pray that I
would be able to preach “bold truth and sweet grace.” That seems
just right to me. We need truth and grace, and we need them
together, not separately. That’s the target this Sunday. 

“We are bearing witness to this bigoted sermon,” Cotovsky said.
“[The protest] will be very peaceful, no placards, no bull horns.”
(Chicago Tribune)

“We welcome people who are curious, who agree, who disagree,”
Pritchard said. “There’s no question our viewpoint on same-sex
marriage is likely to be somewhat different than theirs. That’s OK.
You don’t have to agree with us to come to a service.” (Oak Leaves)

Defusing the Tension
Pritchard’s blog, posted Sept 27:

Before the 8:30 AM service, [the protesters] set up a card table on the
sidewalk in front of the church. They chatted with our people,
offered them white ribbons and literature about what they believe.
Lots of Calvary folks stopped to talk to them and to invite them to
join us for the first worship service.

On Sunday morning there were a few protesters and they were very
nice and not making a scene at all. They were simply handing out
flyers to any churchgoers who wanted them. They were equally
respectful to those who accepted the flyer and those who did not.
(Cotto)

I think we had 10 to 15 OPLGA folks who attended the first service.
The service itself was packed, and the atmosphere was tense and
expectant because no one knew what was going to happen. In 26
years of being a pastor, I can’t recall a Sunday where the emotional
pressure seemed as great.Fe
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I decided early in the week that rather than attack same-sex
marriage head-on, I would instead present a survey of the whole
Bible, showing that the male-female, man-woman relationship is
fundamental to all that the Bible says. I told the congregation that
instead of telling them what was wrong, I wanted to talk about
what was right. 

About 100 gay-rights activists from the Oak Park Area Lesbian and
Gay Association donned white ribbons in support of gay marriage
during the Sunday morning service in silent protest to the church’s
stance. They hope their willingness to peacefully hear the pastor’s
message will spark dialogue with the church. (Chicago Tribune) 

The sermon itself was not what many might expect of a statement
against gay marriage. The reverend was very careful in his words and
stuck to reading passages in the Bible when defending his views.
(ABC7 News) 

During Ray’s sermon, instead of focusing on the passages in Scripture
that decry homosexuality, he chose instead to speak about the
biblical model for marriage. That surprised me. It was a challenge to
the church members, not just the protesters. (Cotto)

All three services ended with a soulful version of “Jesus Loves Me.” I
asked the congregation to join hands, even across the aisles, so that
we were all connected with each other. There was a mighty release
of emotional praise as we sang those familiar words, “Jesus loves me,
this I know, for the Bible tells me so.” The sound filled the sanctuary
with a mighty crescendo as we sang the final chorus a cappella. What
started under great tension and pressure ended on an amazing high
note of praise in all three services. 

“I respect [Pritchard’s] belief. His belief is deep and profound. But I
will not agree that homosexuality is a sin,” association spokeswoman
Ethel Cotosky said. (Chicago Tribune) 

Various people from OPLGA attended all three services. Without an
exception, they were gracious, courteous, kind and loving. It’s quite
true that they disagree with what I said (at least on some points), but
there were no angry arguments. And there were many conversations,
lots of smiles, and even some laughter. Despite our deeply held
differences, we were able to talk together as friends and neighbors.
And we all felt, “This is how it ought to be.” Fe
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Real Trouble on the Horizon
Pritchard’s blog, posted Sept 27:

Before my sermon in the third service, [church member] Reggie
Winston alerted me that several protesters from a gay activist
group in Chicago (not affiliated with the OPLGA in any way) were
standing near the Channel 7 TV cameras in the rear of the
sanctuary. 

Other activists from outside Oak Park felt that actively voicing
their displeasure was the only way to get their point across. One
man jumped up in the middle of the morning sermon and yelled
“born-again bigots” repeatedly before being dragged out of the
sanctuary. (Chicago Tribune) 

I was very moved by the reaction between our church members
and the protester removed from the service, and the other
protesters too. In spite of some horrible things that were yelled
and said the people at Calvary were very respectful. They wanted
the story to be about God’s message, not about church members
fighting with protesters. (Cotto)

After we finished, I went up to greet a friend who is part of the
OPLGA. He hugged me and said, “Ray, I’m proud of you. You
spoke what you believe and you spoke from your heart. And you
released us to love one another.” 

I saw many of our people talking to our visitors all morning long. I
can’t think of anything better than for those who know the Lord
to spend time talking with people who visit the church. The
reporter from Channel 7 said she appreciated the sermon because
it did not promote hatred like other sermons she had heard on
the topic. The reporter from the Chicago Tribune loved the whole
service, and said she felt comforted by what she heard, and by the
multicultural nature of our congregation. I think all of us sensed
the Lord had done a great work in our midst, that lives were
changed, and many doors for ministry are now open before us. 
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Things Turn Ugly
Pritchard’s blog, posted Sept 27:

The evening was a different story. When I got to the church at 5:00
PM, a group of 15 to 20 noisy protesters were marching in front of the
sanctuary, with placards decrying the bigotry of our church, led by a
man with a bullhorn who continually shouted things about Stephen
Bennett, our speaker for the evening. The man with the bullhorn was
the same young man who interrupted the service in the morning. 

Waving placards and shouting through a microphone, dozens of
demonstrators marched outside an Oak Park church Sunday evening
voicing their anger with the evangelical congregation’s stance against
same-sex unions and railing against a guest speaker who describes
himself as a reformed homosexual. Protesters chanted “Shame!” and
“House of Hate!” as parishioners of Calvary Memorial Church entered
the service. (Chicago Tribune) 

The police were there in force—uniformed officers and squad cars
surrounding the protesters. There were so many TV trucks and camera
crews, you would have thought you were at a political convention. It
was noisy and raucous and unnerving. As 6:00 PM approached, our
people came in from all directions. Many of them walked right by the
protesters who implored them not to come hear “that bigot,”
Stephen Bennett. A few people got upset with the protesters, but
most just ignored them, which we had asked them to do. 

Several of the more than 500 people who attended the evening
service entered the church through a side entrance to avoid taunts
from the activists, while others who knew some activists hugged and
prayed with the protesters. (Chicago Tribune) 

The loud, angry protesters were gone within minutes of Stephen
Bennett beginning his talk. They were there to get on camera. And
once everyone was inside and there was no one to harass and no
more cameras, they left. And I was stunned to walk out and see no
more protesters and no police. (Cotto)

Before the service, [Calvary member] David Kudo happened to be
standing near one of the protesters who asked him, “Is it alright if I
go to the service?” 
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“Yes, we’d love to have you come in and join us.” 

“Will they hurt me?” (A fear shared by many gays and lesbians
because of past mistreatment.) 

David responded with, “Do I have horns?” 

I’m chuckling as I write this because David Kudo is truly a gracious
man. So the protester got his partner and the two of them came in
and listened to Stephen Bennett. 

Peace Talks, Protest Walks
Pritchard’s blog, posted Sept 27:

By 6:00 PM the sanctuary was packed with 500 people. Although the
congregation was mostly from Calvary, we had many visitors,
including some of the protesters, one of whom sat on the front row.
I opened the program by welcoming people, and (in light of the
vocal protests) reminding them that the church is private property,
the sanctuary is for the worship of God, and that anyone who
disrupted the service would be removed. I did that at Stephen
Bennett’s request. We had no problems of any kind during the
service or afterwards.

Pastor Andrew led two songs, and I noticed that the mood was much
different than the morning. It was as if the battle was over, and we
could begin to relax and celebrate the Lord. People sang with great
emotion and joy. After a brief introduction, Stephen Bennett spoke
and sang for almost 50 minutes. He spoke with such conviction about
his former life and his present life that no one could deny the reality
of what Christ has done for him. 

Bennett was received with applause as he stressed that while he
disagreed with the protesters—who held signs that read “Bennett
Lies Gay Youth Die”—he believes that they, too, could be
transformed

“I am not homophobic,” he said to a standing-room-only crowd.
“Homophobic means I hate homosexuals, and I do not hate
homosexuals. I love them because I was gay.” (Chicago Tribune) 
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There simply was not one word of hate in anything he said. It was
love through and through. Several times he spoke with compassion
about the protesters, saying that gays and lesbians are some of the
most loving people you could ever meet. After the service concluded,
a long line of people waited to greet him in the portico. The
protester who sat on the front row greeted him kindly.

After the service, I was in the lobby greeting people when a woman
from Calvary tugged my sleeve and said, “Pastor Ray, I’ve got
someone I want you to meet.” With a big smile she introduced me to
her friend, a woman who had come to protest. But when the woman
from Calvary saw the woman on the picket line, she said, “What are
you doing here?” It turns out their children attend the same school.
So they talked, and the woman came to the service and said she
appreciated Stephen Bennett’s message. When I left them, the two
women were still talking together. 

This event spurred conversation after conversation for me, not just
on the radio, but with people at the grocery store, with friends, and
neighbors. Since that Sunday I have felt the need to never be afraid
to stand firm on God’s truth. If we are speaking truth, it is possible to
do it with conviction but without anger or hate. (Cotto) 

Prayer, Prep, and Publicity
In Retrospect

On September 26 we had people attend our church we haven’t been
able to reach in our 90 years in Oak Park. Without exception, every
report we have received has been positive. Even though they may
have disagreed with us, those from the gay and lesbian community
said they felt loved and welcomed. Many new visitors from our
community continue to check out Calvary. 

And our congregation was prepared. Prior to the event, we gave to
church members hundreds of copies of The Truth about Same-Sex
Marriage by Erwin Lutzer (Moody, 2004). The book answered many
questions I wouldn’t have had time to answer myself, and it
established a baseline of knowledge for the families of Calvary
Church. Many fruitful discussions about spiritual matters began on
that day. Some continue to the present time. Fe
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Looking back, I think the whole congregation marvels at what God
did. I just received an e-mail, two months afterward, from someone
who wanted me to know about a team in Missouri that prayed for
us during the series. I truly believe more people prayed for our
church, and for me personally, during that time than ever before.
We all certainly felt the prayers. 

Even the Sunday night protests did not detract from what happened
inside the church. The publicity opened doors for the gospel that
were never open before. If we had it to do over again, we would do
some things better. But all of us who lived through those days look
back and say, “That was a God thing.” And because God was in it,
nothing but good came out of it. 

Ray Pritchard is the former pastor of Calvary Memorial Church in Oak
Park, Illinois. This article first appeared Winter 2005 issue of LEADERSHIP
JOURNAL.

Thought Provokers
• What strikes you as what the people of Calvary Church did right?
How about what they might have done better?

• Ray wrote that on that day they reached people they hadn’t been able
to reach during their 90 years in the community. What has your church
done to reach out to your community—gay or otherwise?
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When
Homosexuality
Hits Home 
I was devastated by the news my son is gay. But God
isn’t finished with him—or me—yet.
by Shirley A. Rorvik

I first became aware of how much I despised homosexuality when I
worked at a savings and loan in 1981. Don [not his real name], referred
to as a “queer” in our small town, shoved his savings passbook across
the counter for a large cash withdrawal. He glanced over his shoulder
and spoke to his companion, a good-looking boy of about eighteen.
The boy laughed and his eyes met mine, full of mockery and challenge.
I swallowed hard and shuddered, then handed Don the wad of bills,
and they walked out arm-in-arm.

At home that night, I described the incident to my family in a voice
tinged with disgust. “Thank God there ’s none of that in our family.” In
fact, people thought our family had it all—good marriage, comfortable
home, successful careers. Our oldest son, Rick, was happily married
with three children. Tim, our younger son, sang with his girlfriend in
the high school choir. Few people knew of my husband’s
chameleonlike personality.
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But one night seven years later, I feared for my life in the throes of
my husband’s drunken rage. The next day I confronted him. I
couldn’t live with his drinking problem any longer, and I urged him
to seek help. Instead, he moved out. Several months later, he divorced
me. To pay off our debts, I sold our home, moved into an apartment,
and started rebuilding my life. I’d been through hell and survived.
Nothing would ever again shake me like that.

The end of our 30-year marriage created an upheaval in my sons’
lives. Rick and his wife divorced about a year later. Tim abandoned
college and joined the U.S. Marine Corps, going first to San Diego,
then to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait during the Persian Gulf War. I
prayed for his safety, not knowing a greater battle in spiritual warfare
awaited his return. After his discharge in May 1991, Tim remained in
San Diego.

Then, on January 3, 1992, an emotional earthquake shattered my
world. The pages of Tim’s letter trembled in my hand as I read: “My
sexual orientation has bothered me since I was 12. Please, Mom, listen
to me. I feel a strong attraction for men. I understand how you must
feel . …”

Coffee splashed as I slammed my cup on the table and threw down
the letter. No, Tim couldn’t possibly understand, or he ’d never have
written this. I lurched up from the sofa, his words scorching my mind.

“ … I am who I am, and it’s taken me 13 years to be able to accept
this. … “

Thirteen years? No. No, I’d have known. What about his girlfriends
in high school and college? How could he be gay? What happened?
Where had I failed?

I fell to my knees sobbing. Then pulling myself off the floor, I
grabbed my keys, snatched up Tim’s letter, and ran to my car, taking
off in the winter night.

As the speedometer reached 80 mph, a snow-covered guardrail
suddenly rushed toward me. Terrified, I twisted the steering wheel.
The car skidded, then held on the graveled shoulder. Peering into the
darkness, I searched for familiar landmarks. Finally, I recognized a
farmhouse. I’d gone more than 50 miles from home.Fe
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I pulled off the deserted highway onto a side road and stopped the car.
Punching open the car’s moon roof, I tilted the seat back and gulped
clean, cold air. After a long while, I sighed. Okay, Lord, I give up. What
do you want me to do? Switching on the map light, I picked up Tim’s
letter. This time I heard his pain: “I feel alone. I’m so afraid of my family
rejecting me. … You’re still my mom, and I still love you. I always will.”

I had to hear Tim’s voice, so I drove back to my apartment and dialed his
number. When Tim answered, tears flooded my eyes. I told him I loved
him, no matter what. But, I said, homosexuality is a sin. “You’re not
alone, Tim. I’m here and Jesus is too. God loves you. Remember Romans
8:38–39? Nothing can separate you from God’s love in Christ Jesus. But
you must renounce this lifestyle.”

Tim sobbed, unable to speak. After a few moments I said, “I’ll call you
tomorrow. I love you, Tim.” Sorrow filled my heart as I hung up.

Over the next few weeks, we talked on the phone or through letters. I
needed answers. “Tim, why? Was it the war? Did something happen
over there? Or when you were little?”

Eventually, he opened up. “Remember the older boy in my third grade
class? The bully?” Tim said. “Well, he cornered me one day after
school--” his voice broke. “After that, he told everyone I was a fag.
Nobody wanted to be around me.”

He told me of a couple more childhood incidents when older boys had
threatened or bribed him into cooperating with their sexual indulgences.
Then came another shock.

“Did I ever tell you about the time Dad took me to a gay community in
Massachusetts right before I joined the Marines?”

The phone turned to lead in my hand. “No,” I whispered.

“It was a business trip. When the business was done, that’s where we
went, to a town on Cape Cod. It’s a gay community.” He paused. “Well,
maybe you didn’t know. You guys weren’t divorced yet, but Dad had
moved out.”

As Tim described the incident, it became clear his father had been to this
place before. My heart raced. “Did anything happen? I mean—”
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“No, Mom, nothing happened. Dad wanted to go to this gay bar. He
laughed and joked with these guys. I kept my eyes glued to the TV
and didn’t talk to anybody. I didn’t know what to do. I just wanted to
die.” Bitterness laced his words. “I don’t think I’ve ever come so close
to hating him.”

I recalled other business trips when Tim was nine or ten. At the time, I
was pleased my husband was spending time with this younger son.
Did something happen then? I tried to question Tim, but he refused to
talk about it. He didn’t remember. He thought he ’d had a happy
childhood. I let it go.

As the weeks went by, I felt ashamed and afraid. My prayers seemed
inadequate. Desperate, I called my dear friend Dory, a nurse. Her
nonjudgmental, no-nonsense voice offered strength. She told me about
Barbara Johnson’s book, Where Does a Mother Go to Resign? I read
it and called Barbara. This dynamic woman shared hope,
encouragement, and the names of two other women in similar
circumstances. I wasn’t alone.

I learned about Exodus International, a worldwide Christian ministry
dedicated to helping men and women who want to overcome
homosexuality and turn to Christ. From Exodus, I received the names
of two Christian men in San Diego who had renounced homosexuality
and were available to counsel others. Excited, I called Tim with the
good news, convinced he would grab this opportunity to be free from
bondage. I was wrong. He said he wasn’t in bondage. He didn’t want
to be free from homosexuality. He said he was born this way, and Jesus
knew.

How could he be so deceived? From the beginning, I’d taught him
about Jesus, whom he had invited into his life at the age of five.

Through the years, I’d had no inkling something was wrong. Did Tim
ever hint at trouble? Did I really listen? Were there dark secrets in our
household? I don’t know.

After Tim’s letter in 1992, I regarded my adult son as a victim. “They”
had caught and trapped him. “They” were faceless, nameless, evil
people. Homosexuals. Enemies.

But God wasn’t finished with me yet. That spring, Tim brought a
friend home—a homosexual. The enemy had arrived on my doorstep.Fe
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I was tense but quickly realized Tim’s friend was even more nervous.
I sensed his fear of rejection. Mothering instincts surged, and my
heart reached out to him. He wasn’t an enemy—he was a wounded
soul.

My quiet times with the Lord changed from selfish pain and anger to
genuine grief for Tim and others like him. Satan blinds them to the
truth and deceives them.

The change in my attitude toward homosexuals was tested in my
workplace where some of my colleagues apparently are gay or
bisexual; I no longer avoid them. They’re real people, just like me.
The Lord’s softened my heart, and I’ve learned to hate the sin while I
love, or at least care for, the sinner.

Tim often brings homosexual friends when he comes to visit me and
my new husband, Chuck. He once told me, “You guys are living
proof to my friends that heterosexual marriage can work.” Perhaps
he, too, is seeking proof—and hope—for himself.

When Chuck proposed a few years ago, I told him about Tim and
about my commitment to the Lord to be available to Tim and his
friends. Chuck regards Tim as his own son and together we’ve
opened our home to these wounded souls, many of whom have been
rejected by parents and siblings. Tim never asks to stay overnight
when he has a companion. Their conduct is above reproach in our
home. Often an arrogant attitude masks their pain, but it soon
dissolves. Some of them jokingly call me Mom.

If the opportunity arrives to present the gospel, I do, usually in the
form of my own testimony. This opens the door for them to express
their views of Christianity. I hear anger. These young men say
they’ve been rejected by their own churches and therefore, they
imply, by God. They’ve turned their backs and buried themselves in
resentment and fear.

How can we reach these hardened hearts? For me, evangelism begins
with friendship. I am one small part of God’s whole plan—perhaps I
can plant one tiny seed, and the next one will plant the garden, and
others will nourish it. As I write, Tim seems resigned to being
homosexual, but he gives clues that he ’s not a practicing homosexual.
It’s a fine line of distinction, perhaps even a rationalization. OnlyFe
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God knows the heart (1 Kings 8:39). Jesus, Tim says, is his best friend. I
believe him. But I also know Jesus is more than a friend—he is the
Savior and Lord. God heard that five-year-old’s prayer inviting Jesus
into his life. Even if Tim has strayed away, God hasn’t moved. He’ll be
there when Tim chooses to resist the devil and listen to the Holy Spirit.

My heart still hurts. My son’s life is far from happy, his future uncertain.
The New King James version of Psalms 56:8 says God puts my tears in
his bottle. My hope rests with the Lord. “They will return from the land
of the enemy [Satan] . …Your children will return to their own land”
(Jer. 31:16-17). In the meantime, God has called me to pray for and love
Tim, and to be available.

Shirley A. Rorvik is a freelance writer living in Montana. This article first
appeared in the November/December 1997 issue of TODAY’S CHRISTIAN
WOMAN.  

Thought Provokers
• Shirley saw homosexuals as “the enemy” before the Lord softened her
heart to see them as “wounded souls.” What’s your view of someone liv-
ing a homosexual lifestyle? How might God be working to change your
view?

• How has your heart been hurt, as Shirley’s has, by homosexuality?
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The Best
Research Yet
Two psychologists show that homosexuals should
not be discouraged from seeking change.
by Tim Stafford

W hen Stanton Jones first began to study psychology,
homosexuality was a malady, listed and described in the official
“diagnostic Bible,” the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. In 1973, that diagnosis was dropped. Now the American
Psychological Association’s official website states, “The reality is that
homosexuality is not an illness. It does not require treatment and is not
changeable.” The website warns that “conversion therapy” is poorly
documented and could cause potential harm. The American
Psychiatric Association’s website adds, “[T]here is no published
scientific evidence supporting the efficacy of ‘reparative therapy’ as a
treatment to change one ’s sexual orientation. The potential risks of
‘reparative therapy’ are great, including depression, anxiety, and self-
destructive behavior.”

What to make, then, of the apparently sincere personal testimonies of
people claiming to be ex-gay? Longtime Wheaton College professor
of psychology and provost Jones, working with Regent University
professor Mark Yarhouse, found an anomalous situation. Professional
opinion made unusually absolute statements of the impossibility of
change, considering older studies of homosexuals under treatment that
showed substantial evidence of change. Critics of the older researchFe
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noted shortcomings but offered no better evidence in support of the
contention that change is impossible, even dangerous.

Jones and Yarhouse address this lack of good evidence in their book,
EExx--GGaayyss??:: AA CCoonnttiinnuuiinngg SSttuuddyy ooff RReelliiggiioouussllyy MMeeddiiaatteedd SSeexxuuaall
OOrriieennttaattiioonn CChhaannggee iinn EExxoodduuss PPaarrttiicciippaannttss. By taking a sample of
people entering ex-gay programs under the Exodus umbrella and
following them with detailed questionnaires over several years, Jones
and Yarhouse tested the impact of ex-gay programs on participants—
whether they actually experienced change, and whether the attempt to
change caused additional distress. Participants are still being followed,
but the findings to date clearly upset the professional consensus. A
substantial minority of participants showed significant change from
homosexual patterns of behavior and thought, and there was no
overall evidence of additional mental distress. The change observed
was generally modest, perhaps comparable to the results of therapy
for alcohol and drug addiction, for troubled marriages, or for
personality disorders.

Jones and Yarhouse emphasize the imperfections of their research,
carefully noting points at which their method could be criticized. For
example, they had hoped for 300 or more participants, but found many
Exodus ministries mysteriously uncooperative. In the end, they settled
for 98 people in their initial sample. (To boost the sample size, Jones
and Yarhouse added a less-than-ideal cohort who had already been
involved in the program for one to three years.) 

They also chose not to use physiological measures of sexual attraction,
primarily because Exodus ministries would have found the use of
pornography in research ethically abhorrent. Though humble in their
presentation, Jones and Yarhouse conclude that their research is the
most rigorous ever conducted on this subject.

CClleeaarr CChhaannggeess
Nearly half of Ex-Gays? covers background information explaining
the current controversy over ex-gay ministries. Jones and Yarhouse
offer a careful survey of published research on homosexual change.
They devote a chapter to explaining the religious views of Christians
who seek help from Exodus, questioning whether psychological
professionals are adequately trained to consider their concerns. They
give a brief history of how homosexuality and its treatment have beenFe
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viewed among psychologists and psychiatrists. Jones and Yarhouse
explain at length how researchers have struggled to define boundaries
between homosexuality and heterosexuality, and to define how change
can be measured. These chapters are useful to anyone seeking a
balanced understanding of the subject.

Naturally, research results will attract the most attention from readers.
As Jones and Yarhouse themselves note, both skeptics and true
believers will find evidence for their arguments. One reason is that,
rather than choosing just one measurement tool for change, Jones and
Yarhouse administered questionnaires for all the measurement tools
currently used for sexual identity and attraction. Each of the six tools
has a slightly different focus, and each tool yields slightly different
results. They also reported results for three different populations: the
whole group of 98 (whittled down by dropouts to 73), the “Phase 1”
subpopulation (57 of the 98) who had been in the program less than a
year when research began, and another subpopulation (55 of 98) they
call “truly gay” because their prior behavior and inclination were
distinctively one-sided.

When subjects were asked to describe whether they thought of
themselves as homosexual, heterosexual, or bisexual, they showed clear
changes after being involved in Exodus programs. Notably, the greatest
average changes were found in the “truly gay” subpopulation—a
surprising find considering the frequent accusation that ex-gay
ministries mostly affect bisexuals who call themselves gay but have
always had definite heterosexual feelings.

Jones and Yarhouse also conducted qualitative analysis, breaking
subjects into six categories of response, ranging from “Success:
Conversion” to “Failure: Gay Identity.” They found that 38 percent
could be described as “Success: Conversion” or “Success: Chastity,”
with another 29 percent continuing hopefully, even though they could
not yet demonstrate convincing change. They compare this “success
rate” to results shown in a recent, reputable study of drug therapy for
depression.

As to the purported harmfulness of ex-gay ministry, they found no
evidence to support this claim. Psychological distress actually
diminished slightly, though the changes were too small to be
statistically significant. Jones and Yarhouse found, contrary toFe
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professional consensus, that change is possible. But they did not find
that change is possible for everyone. They write, “The fact that some
human beings can break the four-minute-mile barrier establishes that
running a four-minute mile is not impossible, but that same fact does
not establish that anyone (every human being) can break the four-
minute-mile barrier.”

Change was complex. “Most of the individuals who reported that they
were heterosexual at Time 3 did not report themselves to be without
experience of homosexual arousal and did not report heterosexual
orientation to be unequivocal and uncomplicated. Sexual orientation for
the individuals in this study (and indeed for most of us) may be
considerably more complicated than commonly conceived, involving a
complex interplay of what we are instinctively attracted to, what we can
be attracted to with proper attention and focus, what we choose to be
attracted to based on how we structure our interpersonal environments,
our emotional attachments, our broader psychological functioning, (of
course) our religious and moral beliefs and values, and many more
factors. We believe the individuals who presented themselves as
heterosexual success stories at Time 3 are heterosexual in some
meaningful but complicated sense of the term.”

Will the Jones-Yarhouse study dramatically change the way the ex-gay
movement is regarded? That seems unlikely, given the firm ideological
commitments of opponents and the limited changes observed. But Jones
and Yarhouse have a more modest goal: respect for “the autonomy of
individuals who, because of their personal values, religious or not,
desire to seek change of their sexual orientation as well as those who
desire to affirm and consolidate their sexual orientation.” Without
evidence of harm, and with substantial evidence that some can find help
on the basis of their religious values, on what professional or scientific
basis can they be discouraged from seeking such help?

Tim Stafford is a CHRISTIANITY TODAY senior writer. This article was first
posted at wwwwww..CChhrriissttiiaanniittyyTTooddaayy..ccoomm on September 13, 2007. 
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HHoommoosseexxuuaalliittyy aanndd GGoodd’’ss HHoouusseehhoolldd, from
CChhrriissttiiaannBBiibblleeSSttuuddiieess..ccoomm. In this downloadable, three-session
Bible study, we learn that God transforms us through our struggles.
The road to change is a slow, but worth the effort. As God’s
ambassadors, we need to learn to express our own weaknesses so
that others will learn to trust us. 

RReeaacchhiinngg OOuutt TToo HHoommoosseexxuuaallss, from
BBuuiillddiinnggCChhuurrcchhLLeeaaddeerrss..ccoomm. Are you struggling with how to
reach out to homosexuals in your church or community? This
download gives you seven articles to help you respond biblically to
homosexuals and see how the church can take a positive role.

110011 FFrreeqquueennttllyy AAsskkeedd QQuueessttiioonnss AAbboouutt HHoommoosseexxuuaalliittyy, by
Mike Haley (Harvest House, 2004). Here are the answers to the
most often asked questions about homosexuality from an expert on
the subject—and a former homosexual himself—Focus on the
Family's Mike Haley. 
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IF you’re a capable, called, and gifted Christian woman in leadership, join the
conversation at GiftedForLeadership.com. This blog, along with downloadable
resources, will help you safely converse with other women about
the issues you face. You’ll walk away feeling encouraged,
supported, challenged, and definitely not alone!


